
TWM02 PRESS RELEASE: STEVE GROSSMAN ‘SOME SHAPES TO COME’ 
VINYL LP (RECORD STORE DAY/BLACK FRIDAY) 

 
Tidal Waves Music is proud to announce the re-issue for Steve Grossman’s ‘Some 
Shapes To Come’. 
 
Reissue of this long out of print 1974 Jazz Fusion classic by Steve Grossman (best 
known for his saxophone performances & recordings with Miles Davis). 
 
Some Shapes to Come is an album you can stand up against almost any of the jazz 
fusion standouts of the '70s. Grossman teams up with bassist Gene Perla (Nina 
Simone) & percussionist Don Alias (Jaco Pastorius Big Band) (the three would later 
comprise the Stone Alliance power trio) and keyboardist Jan Hammer (Grammy 
winner & composer of the ‘Miami Vice’ theme) for seven tracks of Afro-Cuban tinged 
gutter funk and seething jazz. 
 
It's the funk, baby. Everything grooves and bounces. There are no lowlights on this 
album, no soft moments. Often overlooked, it is one of the '70s most unheralded jazz 
gems. 
 
Now back available as a deluxe limited vinyl edition for the first time since 1974. 
Officially licensed from PM Records. Released exclusively for RSD Black Friday 
2016. Only available in participating record stores. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Side A 
 

1. WBAI 
2. Haresah 
3. Zulu Stomp 
4. Extemporaneous Combustion 

 
Side B 
 

1. Alodian Mode 
2. Pressure Point 
3. The Sixth Sense 

 



 
 All star line-up Jazz fusion classic from 1974 

 

 Featuring members of the Nina Simone-Miles Davis & Jaco Pastorius bands 
 

 Out of print on vinyl since 1974 
 

 Featuring the original design by Jazz artist Anne Maria Schnider 

 
 
In the press 
 
Beautifully choppy jazz from Steve Grossman and his legendary 70s comrades Gene Perla 
and Don Alias – one of the heaviest hitting American combos of the time! The trio have a 
tight fusion sound that's as full-on as it is funky – and Grossman blows some amazing work 
on tenor and soprano sax that cut into the tunes with a really fierce bite – while Perla delivers 
these round, powerful bass lines – and Don Alias alternates between free percussion and 
some driving funky drums! For this session, the group's joined by Jan Hammer on electric 
piano and moog, playing in a nicely restrained fashion that's not nearly as overblown as his 
later work, and which jams into the groove just perfectly – making for a sweet electric set 
that's a real standout of the 70s. DUSTY GROOVE 

 

The tones on this album are distorted, the piano is electric, the rhythms sound like a herd of 
antelope running across hard pavement. Adventurous, strange, and on some unknown label 
from New Jersey. I don’t know much else about Steve Grossman, other than he played on A 
Tribute to Jack Johnson and some other Miles Davis albums you probably don’t listen to very 
often. But this one’s killer, through and through. CITY SOUND INERTIA 

 

 
AVAILABLE IN PARTICIPATING RECORD STORE DAY BLACK FRIDAY 

RECORD STORES WORLDWIDE ON NOVEMBER 25th, 2016. 

 
 

Distributed by Light In The Attic Records  
www.lightintheattic.net 
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